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Abstract. The Peer to Peer Home Agent Network is a novel overlay
that allows to the Mobile Devices to discover a close HA among a set of
them geographically distributed. The use of a close HA permits to reduce
the delay in the communications between the Mobile Device and its Cor-
respondent Nodes in Internet. This paper defines the main mechanism
to make the Peer to Peer Home Agent Network secure. This mechanism
is named Secure Join Procedure.

1 Introduction

Mobile IP [1] [2] and Network Mobility [3] [4] are the IETF proposals to obtain
mobility. However, both of them have routing limitations, due to the presence
of an entity (Home Agent) in the communication path. Those problems have
been tried to be solved in different ways. A family of solutions tries to improve
the routing by locating closer Home Agents making shorter the communication
path. These techniques require a method to discover a close Home Agent from
the Mobile Device. For this purpose the Peer to Peer Home Agent Network
(P2PHAN) [5] was proposed. This is a novel overlay network that allows to
the Mobile Device to discover a close Home Agent among those geographically
distributed.

This paper focuses on the security of the P2PHAN. Security issues can be
solved because of the specific features of this architecture, as verifiable data based
on Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) information [6] and a reduced number of
peers in comparison with the file sharing p2p networks. In addition, a mechanism
that secures the communications between the Mobile Device -MD- and the Home
Agent -HA- (i.e. to guarantee the trust between the HA and the MD) must be
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used. This is IKEv2 [7] and its application to the mobile environment can be
done as it is proposed in [8]. All this guarantees a practical high security level
for the P2PHAN approach.

The paper describes the main mechanism to guarantee the security on the
P2PHAN: The Secure Join Procedure. This is based on the use of a central boot-
strapping server. The bootstrapping nodes are commonly used in commercial
p2p networks since they are an efficient method for the peers to join the net-
work and find other peers (e.g. Emule [9]). The Secure Join Procedure defines a
secure Peer-ID assignment where the node receives a random Peer-ID from the
network. This solves the main cause of possible attacks in the structured DHT
p2p networks which is that peers can choose its own Peer-ID. Furthermore, the
Secure Join Procedure performs other tests in order to check the good behaviour
of the new HA.

2 The Secure Join Procedure

In order to define the Secure Join Procedure (SJP) in the proposed scenario
the re-use of a Bootstrapping Server as security point is proposed. The main
security function of this Bootstrapping Server is to assign a random identifier to
the new HA which wants to become a member within the P2PHAN. However,
this bootstrapping server cannot guarantee the Secure Join Procedure itself.
Therefore, the next method will be applied in order to get a secure access to the
P2P network.

First of all, if an organisation managing an AS wants to introduce HAs in the
P2PHAN, it has to create a pair public key-private key (AS pu key, AS pr key).
Therefore, if a HA wants to register itself within the P2PHAN, it must own
the AS pr key to be able to register its information within the P2PHAN. The
list of HAs of a given AS is stored by a peer within the P2PHAN (which is
another HA). This node is called Responsible HA. When a HA tries to register
its information, its Responsible HA will use the AS pu key as it will be described
later to check that the new HA trying to join the P2PHAN knows the AS pr key.
This implies that the new HA is an authorised node of that AS. The Responsible

HA can obtain the AS pu key from a repository or it could be included in the
registration message of the first HA of an AS which is registered within the
P2PHAN. Following the SJP is described.

A new HA which wants to join the P2PHAN sends a Join Request to the
Bootstrapping Server (See step 1 in fig. 1) with its IP address, the AS number
and a checksum of all this information ciphered with the private key (AS pr key)
of the AS where it is located, that is, its signature.

After that, the Bootstrapping Server generates a random Peer-ID for the new
HA and launches a search in the p2p network to find the HA which has the most
similar ID to the Peer-ID generated, which is the Responsible HA (See step 2
in fig. 1). Then, the bootstrapping server forwards the message received from
the new HA adding the Peer-ID generated to the Responsible HA (See step 3 in
fig. 1). The function of this Responsible HA is to make several tests in order to



Fig. 1. Secure Join Procedure Message Exchange

check if the new HA is a malicious node. If one of these tests is not successful the
Responsible HA returns a Check Failure to the Bootstrapping Server. Otherwise,
the information of the new HA is stored by the Responsible HA. The following
three tests are executed (See step 4 in fig. 1):

1. The Responsible HA uses the AS pu key which has stored in order to check
if the checksum obtained is the same than the checksum ciphered with the
AS pr key for the new HA. If it is not, it returns a Check Failure, otherwise
it runs the second test.

2. The Responsible HA checks whether it has information stored for the IP
which appears in the Check Request or not. If it has information stored for
that IP, it returns a Check Failure, otherwise it runs the third test.

3. The Responsible HA checks if the IP within the Check Request belongs to the
AS present in the request. In order to get this information the Responsible

HA obtains the AS path for the IP address using BGP. Then, it checks if the
AS number given in the Check Request matches with the last AS number
returned in the AS path.

If any of these tests are not successful the Responsible HA returns a Check

Failure. Otherwise, since all the tests were successful it registers the new HA
information (See step 5 in fig. 1) and sends a query to the P2PHAN in order
to find the neighbors for the new HA, i.e. the two nodes with the closest higher
and the closest lower Peer-ID (See step 6 in fig. 1). After locating the neighbors,
the Responsible HA sends to the Bootstrapping Server a Check Success adding



the neighbors IP addresses and Peer-IDs (See step 7 in fig. 1). Next, the Boot-
strapping Server sends the neighbors Peer-IDs and the random Peer-ID to the
new HA. In parallel the Bootstrapping server sends the Peer-ID and the IP of
the new HA to the neighbors (See step 8 in fig. 1). When the neighbors receive
the message from the Bootstrapping Server, they allocate the new HA using
standard P2P techniques (See step 9 in fig. 1).

From this moment, the new HA will send periodically update messages in
order to indicate that it is alive to the Responsible HA. If the Responsible HA

does not receive these update messages during a pre-configured time out, it
removes the entry for that HA (See steps 10 and 11 in fig.1). It must be noticed
that a P2PHAN member has to sign the update messages sent to the Responsible

HA with its AS pr key.

3 Conclusion

This paper has introduced the Secure Join Procedure. This is a mechanism which
improves the security of the P2PHAN. However, the Secure Join Procedure is
not enough to provide the whole security to the P2PHAN. Other mechanisms
as redundancy and parallel queries must be considered. The description of the
security threats of the P2PHAN and their solution based on the Secure Join
Procedure and other techniques as redundancy and parallel queries are presented
in [10]. Finally, it must be studied the application of the Secure Join Procedure
to other scenarios where Overlay Networks are involved in.
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